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ABSTRACT

We calculate the one-loop flavour-changing processes Z° —*• bs, Ba(O) —* X + 77,
B3 _» /y^ and Bs —» gg in the Standard Model, provided t quark mass is very heavy, and
obtain Br(Bt{i> -* X + 77) - \Q-5,Br(Ba -> 77) ~ 10"6 zndBr(B, -> gg) ~ 10~5.
The banching ratios increase 2-4 times as mt from 80 to 240GeV. The results show that the
contribution from t quark-loop is dominant.
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It is believed nowadays that the long-expected t-quark is heavier than

W-boson, so that many previous works [l] based on lighter t-quark mass

should be restudied. This motivates us to investigate the one-loop induced

flavor-changing decays such as Z° -* bl and recalculate the vertices 6*77,

Vsig and bigg to explore how the heavy t-mass affects the effective vertices

and related decay processes. Those decays may provide us a window through

which one can look at some high energy behavior from lower energy regions.

Previously, mj was supposed to be 15-30 GeV, much lighter than W's,

so in the calculations an approximation in that W can be shrunk into a

point was plausible. In contrast, as we know now, t is so heavy [2] that the

approximation is no longer feasible and contributions from loops involving

t-quark can be very important (for example, in B° - B case) and needs to

be evaluated rigorously without taking the heavy-W approximation. The

flavor-changing decays of Z° —> bl and B —* 77, 70, and gg are rare decays

and induced by loops, therefore are sensitive to t-contribution, so hopefully

can give information about mj.

For Z° —* bl, there are two diagrams in unitary gauge to which t-

contribution is dominant. The employed renormalization scheme is to keep

the Ward-Takahashi identity. The renormalized vertex with outer lines be-

ing on shell r£0_^- is given as

F?en(pi,*i)U *« = T 7 T [ £ U.^Eix^L + Oi^-)} (1)

where E{XJ) is a function of ( ^ - ) 2 and L = (1 - 7s)/2 and it can give a

ratio B



where

m"" 2 ~o,

We have found that Br = {3.9 x 10"6 ~ 1.5 x 10"6) * {UbtU*t)
2 when mt

takes 80 ~ 240 GeV.

Secondly, we calculate vertices blyy, bltg and bigg. The unitary gauge

is usually thought to be not suited for the study of renormalization since

the propagator has a bad large-momentum behavior. However because it

only involves physical degrees of freedom, we carry our calculation in this

gauge and we have found that the irreducible-loop diagram for these ver-

tices is convergent. Since all the vertices do not exist in the bare lagrangian,

it is believed that all the divergent pieces of the same order graphs must

cancel each other. In our calculation all divergent contributions from the

sub-graphs, i.e. the quark self-energy and the penguin-like vertex appar-

ently disappear and this confirms the correctness of our calculations. The

Ward-Takahashi identity is respected throughout the whole process of the

renormalization, and this procedure greatly simplifies our calculations. Both

'the irreducible diagrams and the reducible ones give the same order contri-

butions to the vertices bl'j'f, bs-jg and bigg. No doubt, the mj contribution

is dominant, therefore the terms proportional to (mq/mw)2 (? 7̂  t) are

omitted. This result can be used for the B decays as

* -> 77) = a ^ ' I £ UHUZEfatffe)* (3)

where Bi(xj) and H^ixj) are complicated functions of Xj = ( ^ - ) ! and



correspond to CP even and odd states of B, respectively.

4* i!.Bd|t/ie| y = u c (

1
5

here M(xi,X2,Xj) is the free quark amplitude for the process b —* « + 77,

We give all the details in our another paper [3j. Numerically, the branching

ratio of Bt -* 77 is ranged at 6 x 10~7 to 7 x 10"6 as mt at 80 - 160Gev.

In calculating the branching ratios of B meson, the troublesome problem

is the hadronization. Since we have not been able to know the explicit

behavior of B wavefunction from experiments yet, in this work we employ

both the potential model the bag model to carry out the hadronization

calculations. The obtained values from two models are of the same order, so

our calculation can make sense. We have found that Br[B,^ —• X + 77) ~

10"5, Br[B, -» 77) ~ 10"6 and Br{Bt -> gg) ~ 10"5. The branching ratios

increase 2-4 times as mj from 80 to 240 GeV.

We have recalculated some one-loop induced flavor-changing decays, pro-

vided n%i is very heavy [4]. It has been found that in the framework of the

standard model, the branching ratios of Z° —* ts, &*(&) ~* -^+77» B* ~* 77»

and Bt —* gg 'all are very small and will hardly be observed through exper-

iments. However, if there is evidence for larger branching ratios of such

flavor-changing decays, one can immediately conclude that there must be

some new physics beyond the standard model which will be tested at LEP

and SSC seriously.
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